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Physicist James Benford describes how
the interstellar travel of science-fiction
films could one day become a reality
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hy go to the stars? It’s a
question that’s bound to be
asked whenever space travel
is discussed. One reason might be that
our planet’s resources are running
out – another simply because they’re
there. We’re curious apes, and our
interest in interstellar travel features
prominently in science-fiction. The
forthcoming film Prometheus, for
instance, is a prequel to Alien about
an expedition to another world.
To reach the stars, we will have to
overcome major obstacles: scientific,
social and economic. NASA and
DARPA, the military R&D agency,
have so far awarded a grant of
$500,000 for the ‘100 Year Starship’
project, a plan to achieve interstellar
travel within a century. Growing
interest led to a key event last October:
the 100 Year Starship Symposium,

attended by the likes of astronomer
Jill Tarter and science-fiction writer
Stephen Baxter. The aim was to identify
problems and offer potential solutions.
The scope is sobering. If you made
a scale model of the distance between
Earth and the Moon inside a 20mlong meeting room, the nearest star
(Alpha Centauri) would be as far
away as the real Moon is from Earth.
In thousands of years, humans have
progressed from strolling at 4km/h to
returning from the Moon aboard the
Apollo spacecraft at 40,000km/h. But
reaching nearby stars in, say decades,
would require a velocity jump of
another factor of 10,000 – close to the
speed of light. We don’t just need to
get faster – we need to get faster more
quickly. Yet despite all the challenges,
travel to a distant planet could one day
be possible. Here’s how… 3
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STEP 1
build a starship
Today’s rockets only go twice the speed at which gases
leave the exhaust nozzle – far too slow for interstellar travel.
Starships will need powerful new forms of propulsion

Nuclear rockets
Thrust can only be applied so long as there’s fuel
onboard, and speed depends exponentially on the
mass of fuel. Going three times the exhaust speed
would require fuel 20 times the mass of the rest of
the rocket (the ‘dry weight’). Chemical combustion
of hydrogen and oxygen is simply too slow.
Nuclear thermal rockets – in which hydrogen
flows through a fission reaction core – would open
up the Solar System to large spacecraft which
could harvest resources from places such as gas
giants, where hydrogen is a major atmospheric
component. Nuclear thermal rockets – researched
since the Cold War in Russia and the US – are our
best hope of reaching high thrust any time soon.
Interstellar travel would require the nuclear
reaction that powers the Sun: fusion. In 1978,

a British starship concept called Daedalus
suggested using ‘inertial fusion’ to drive the
rocket. Lasers would crush a pellet of hydrogen
isotopes from all sides, compressing the material
into a tiny volume. Pressures rise enough for the
hydrogen nuclei to fuse, releasing energy, and hot
mass thrusts out of a nozzle. But while that would
get us to nearby stars, reaching them would still
take centuries – and first we must achieve fusion
here on Earth, which has so far proved elusive.
In the longer term, we could develop matterantimatter rockets. When antimatter and ordinary
matter react, they annihilate one another
and generate 300 times the energy of fusion
reactions. The problem is that we don’t yet have
the technology to make much antimatter.
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Warp drives
Star Trek uses ‘warp drives’ to get around the
Galaxy quickly. But is faster-than-light (FTL)
travel even possible? According to Einstein’s
General Theory of Relativity, FTL is possible if
you have negative mass. With negative mass, you
can distort the shape of space-time to allow rapid
transit between distant points.
Something with negative mass would behave
extremely strangely: it would ‘fall up’ here on
Earth. While it’s never been seen, quantum
mechanics does allow it to exist. The theoretical
physics jury is still out as to whether it could be
used for interstellar travel, as you’d need to warp
space-time with an incredible amount of energy,
far more than could be harnessed from a star.
If you could somehow capture enough energy
you could distort a region of space-time, creating
a ‘warp bubble’, as proposed by physicist Miguel
Alcubierre. The bubble would be just large enough
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to hold a starship. Space-time ahead of the bubble
would contract and behind it would expand,
driving the ship onwards. But where does the
energy come from and how is it generated?
The energy required to create a warp bubble
was once estimated to be the equivalent of the
mass of a galaxy (Einstein showed that mass and
energy are interchangeable) and both mass and
energy can shape space-time. Now it’s thought
that the energy equivalent might just be that of
Jupiter. But we still have a long way to go; note
that the biggest hydrogen bomb converted only a
few kilograms of matter to energy.
Warping of space-time on the scale needed
for warp bubbles is beyond mere 21st-century
science, and actual experiments are far off – the
concept is still only theoretical. The dilithium
crystal-powered warp drives in Star Trek remain,
for now at least, just another plot device.

Beamed energy sails
Spacecraft propulsion using sails
was first proposed in 1610 by
astronomer Johannes Kepler, after
noticing that a comet’s tail seems
to get blown away from the Sun.
Today, space agencies do already
have craft with solar sails, such
as Japan’s IKAROS (Interplanetary
Kite-craft Accelerated by
Radiation Of the Sun), but these
would take thousands of years to
reach even a nearby star.
A 21st-century spacecraft
that could genuinely achieve
interstellar flight is the beamed
energy sail, or sailship. The
idea is to exploit the ability of
electromagnetic waves to transfer
power through space, producing
force at great distances. The
‘beamer’ – the source of the
beam, plus an antenna – projects
a powerful laser or microwave
beam onto a large sail. The sail
would reflect this beam, picking
up momentum and ‘pushing’ the
ship away. Such a ship appears
in Star Wars Episode II. Beamers
would look like the satellite

receiver dishes we’re used to
seeing, only very much larger.
The expensive part is the
beamer, which would be built
in space from materials mined
from the Moon or from asteroids,
and positioned close to the Sun,
where it could run on strong
solar power. The best feature of
beaming energy is that the heavy
beamer gets left behind, while
the light sail, carrying its payload
of passengers and cargo, is driven
far away. The beamer can then be
reused for future missions. Like
the 19th-century railroads, once
the track is laid, the train itself is
a much smaller expense.
The physics of sailships has
been proven: the big problem is
building the beamers and sails.
The beamer might be thousands
of kilometres in width, the sail
hundreds of kilometres in area.
Economic studies show them to
be inefficient and expensive, but
research currently underway will
determine if the time for beamed
energy sails may have come.

STEP 2
navigate
deep space
Picking a route is easy – the challenge
is to find reference points and negotiate
interplanetary hazards
It’s not lasers you need to
worry about in space, it’s
tiny particles of dust

The target star is in view, but where are you? To
deduce your location, use triangulation to measure
the angles between the ship and known stars.
Alternatively, locate several pulsars – the rotating
neutron stars that emit regular bursts of intense
microwaves (pulses), with intervals as short as
thousandths of a second. The ship’s speed is
determined by measuring the frequency of pulses,
which will need to be adjusted using the ‘Doppler
shift’ as the ship moves.
But the space between stars isn’t empty: interstellar
dust is a problem. While its grains may only be a
millionth of a metre across, a starship travelling 10
lightyears will endure a thousand impacts on every
square millimetre of its surface. On a trip to Alpha
Centauri, the craft would be slowly, steadily eroded
by such impacts, taking a 1.3cm layer off the hull.
One way to stop this would be to include a thin
foil a few metres in front of the ship. Incoming dust
particles would pass through the foil and emerge
ionised (as charged electrons and ions), before hitting
an electrostatic shield – a sort of ‘force field’, perhaps
a charged grid. This shield would protect all parts
of a starship behind it. Just a few thousand volts
will deflect the electrons, while a million volts will
deflect the ions.
Generating such an electrostatic shield in the
vacuum of deep space is no problem. So the only
remaining hazard is larger particles, which are very
rare. We don’t know how rare, however, and need
better data from deep space to understand whether
they’re a true problem. But an ionizing laser pulse
from the ship, guided by radar, could stop them.
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STEP 3
make it a safe,
comfortable trip

STEP 4
LAND ON AN
ALIEN WORLD

As well as maintaining life support and social
interaction, people will need to reproduce
or stay in suspended animation

Make advanced preparations for
landing, before setting up a base
and terraforming the planet

Lack of gravity causes astronauts to lose 1-2 per cent of bone mass per month.
To provide artificial gravity by centrifugal force, spacecraft should spin at
around one rotation a minute. The entire ship could rotate, or just part of it, as
seen in 2001: A Space Odyssey. Without bone mass and muscle tone, people
wouldn’t be able to walk when they arrived.
For the crew, the essentials of air, food, and water determine the volume of
room required, meaning that private living space will be compact and public
spaces will be emphasised. NASA recognises that astronauts can tolerate
small spaces for short times – a coffin for an hour, a phone booth for a day.
The decade-long occupancy of the International Space Station (ISS) shows
that, over the long term, each person needs at least 100m3.
There are two approaches to maintaining the habitat. One is a closed,
recycled ecosystem, where everything gets grown and processed inside. The
other is to carry enough supplies for the voyage. But neither is possible by
itself: a closed recycled ecosystem could fail, while the amount of supplies
required for longer voyages would be prohibitive. The optimum is to have
about half the mass in each method. Air and water would be recycled, as
on the ISS. Fresh fruit and veg would be grown in a hydroponic farm, while
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Sigourney Weaver in
‘hypersleep’ (suspended
animation) in Alien

frozen and dehydrated food would act as a backup. But no closed ecosystem
has so far been made to work on Earth: there are so many sub-systems in
ecosystems that building one in a small space is beyond our present abilities.
Beyond survival challenges, there are the psychological issues associated
with confinement, limited companionship and social dynamics. To deal with
these, the advice is to stay busy, keep a steady day-night schedule and watch
your health – all pretty unsurprising. But in a crewed starship, there would
be both sexes, especially if you’re planning to colonise a planet, which raises
awkward questions regarding sexual relations and reproduction.
One way to help time pass smoothly is stasis, or suspended animation,
as seen in the film Alien. Body metabolism would be slowed by cooling and
reanimated on arrival. Biochemist Mark Roth is studying metabolic slowing
to buy time for people awaiting treatment after suffering trauma. Stasis
would reduce the need for supplies and eliminate psychological issues.
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Exploration

Although a starship carrying humans would head straight
for a target planet, along the way it might also drop small
probes into the orbits of other interesting planets in the
same star system. By studying the spectra of light from
a planet’s atmosphere, we would be able to pick out
interesting compounds such as water and methane. And if
we find out-of-equilibrium chemistry, it might indicate life.
What type of world would we choose to explore? If
there’s an alien ecology, then there are dangers from it,
and dangers to it. Here on Earth, the New World suffered
from Old World diseases when they were introduced 500
years ago, while New World diseases have also spread
into the Old World. In HG Wells’ War Of The Worlds,

Martian invaders were stopped by the common cold. So
early landings would be robotic, followed by explorers in
protective suits. Some dangers could be subtle, however,
taking a long time to emerge.

Colonisation

We have no experience in the encounter of two completely
different biologies, so perhaps the best planet to settle on
is one with no life forms. Colonists could introduce
terrestrial life if the planet has conditions that are close
enough to Earth’s.
That means a planet at least within the ‘habitable
zone’, the distance from a star where water is a liquid.
Land and water are essentials, as is an atmosphere that

In Aliens,
terraforming
takes mere
decades.
In reality, it
would take
centuries
at least

can be modified so we can breathe it. We could even
recreate the evolution of life on Earth, and start with the
introduction of microbial life. To thrive and survive in very
hot, very cold or chemically hazardous environments, we
might introduce ‘extremophile’ microbes that produce
CO2. As conditions improve, plants could be added to
photosynthesise and turn the CO2 into oxygen.
What this amounts to is planetary engineering, known
as geoengineering or terraforming. In the film Aliens,
the fictional Weyland-Yutani corporation is involved in
“building better worlds”, and terraforming takes mere
decades. In reality, it would take much more time –
centuries at least. But once completely terraformed,
the planet would indeed resemble a second Earth.
sciencefocus.com June 2012
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STEP 5
make first
contact
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What we’d do if we encountered
an advanced alien civilisation

In Star Trek, there’s a handy set of
guidelines for contact between alien
races. It dictates, for example, that
an advanced race shouldn’t interfere
with the development of alien
civilisations. Once a race becomes
sophisticated enough to develop
interstellar travel, first contact is
made on a case-by-case basis.
No official protocol yet exists on
how humans should deal with an
alien civilisation, should we find one,
but the first encounter we have with
them may not differ fundamentally
from the first meetings between
different cultures on Earth. On the
good side is the example of Sqanto,
a Native American who taught the
Pilgrims to catch eels and plant corn.
On the bad side, when Captain Cook
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landed in New Zealand, the Maori
greeted his party with the Haka
dance, which the English took as
threatening. The English fired upon
them instead of offering a palm
branch, as was the Maori custom.
Aliens may look like spiders or
snakes that we might reflexively
recoil from, or they might look
like birds or fish – but intelligent,
so we’d need to be careful about
preconceptions. Any gifts we bring
would need to be decontaminated
beforehand, and they may not even
understand the concept of gift-giving.
Nothing can be assumed.
A key aim of a first contact protocol
is to avoid hostility from developing.
In an utterly alien culture that would
be hard to avoid: we’d be entering

Aliens may
look like
spiders or
snakes,
which
we might
recoil from

their territory, which could well be
considered invasive or dangerous,
and we’d be wearing protective suits
to avoid cross-contamination, which
may seem forbidding to them.
One thing we can assume: aliens
will be curious about the same things
as us. What do we look like? Are
we a threat? How do we live? And,
perhaps worryingly, what could they
get from us? 
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